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ABSTRACT

Shadow extraction and elimination is essential for intelligent transportation systems (ITS) in vehicle tracking
application. The shadow is the source of error for vehicle detection, which causes misclassification of vehicles and a
high false alarm rate in the research of vehicle counting, vehicle detection, vehicle tracking, and classification. Most
of the existing research is on shadow extraction of moving vehicles in high intensity and on standard datasets, but
the process of extracting shadows from moving vehicles in low light of real scenes is difficult. The real scenes of
vehicles dataset are generated by self on the Vadodara–Mumbai highway during periods of poor illumination for
shadow extraction of moving vehicles to address the above problem. This paper offers a robust shadow extraction
of moving vehicles and its elimination for vehicle tracking. The method is distributed into two phases: In the first
phase, we extract foreground regions using a mixture of Gaussian model, and then in the second phase, with the
help of the Gamma correction, intensity ratio, negative transformation, and a combination of Gaussian filters, we
locate and remove the shadow region from the foreground areas. Compared to the outcomes proposed method
with outcomes of an existing method, the suggested method achieves an average true negative rate of above 90%, a
shadow detection rate SDR (η%), and a shadow discrimination rate SDR (ξ%) of 80%. Hence, the suggested method
is more appropriate for moving shadow detection in real scenes.
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1 Introduction

The intelligent transportation system (ITS) faces various traffic complications, such as vehicle
counts, estimating speed, identifying accidents, and assisting traffic surveillance [1–5]. The challenge
of counting vehicles in complicated scenes with a high vehicle density is challenging for computer
vision. In the complex scenes of vehicles (i.e., express highways), the detection of projected shadows
and removal of moving vehicles is an open research work in vehicle detection for the vehicle counting
system. Therefore, an efficient algorithm must be developed to remove the vehicle’s cast shadows
accurately and provide vehicle information only for the vehicle counting system in real-time scenes.

Very heavy traffic faces at the Bapod crossroad of the Vadodara-Mumbai highway in the evening
(5:30 PM to 7:30 PM) due to the employees of universities, industries, and some other firms leaving
their offices. Traffic management requires vehicle detection without its cast shadow properly in very
heavy traffic; hence the exact counting of the vehicle is performed, which would be helpful in traffic
issues at the Vadodara-Mumbai highway. Most previous research on shadow region identification of
moving objects has been proposed solely on standard datasets with small sizes of shadow strength
(high intensity/daytime). In that instance, the shadow identification of moving objects may be done
easily using any segmentation method. However, the shadow region identification of moving objects
with high shadow strength (low intensity/evening length) is a difficult challenge. This paper proposes
vehicle tracking on the Vadodara-Mumbai expressway after detecting and removing the shadow of
moving vehicles in the evening.

The following characteristics make the proposed work special: The existing method is best either
for shadow region or foreground region, i.e., the existing method achieved around 90% shadow
detection; at the same time, it achieved around 50% shadow discrimination rate means the existing
method cannot classify shadow region and foreground region equally for the next applications
of computer vision, i.e., tracking, counting, recognize, etc., but by using a few straightforward
and original image processing techniques including pixel-by-pixel division, negative transformation,
Gamma correction, and logical operations between the output of MoG and Gamma corrected output,
the suggested method can categorize shadow and foreground regions equally. The existing method has
been implemented on some standard datasets. Hence, the existing method may not detect the shadow
and foreground regions in real scenes due to many challenges, such as trees or grass moving in the
wind, clouds traversing the sky, and changes in illumination. However, against the existing method, the
proposed method can detect both shadow region and foreground region equally on standard datasets
and real scenes because a mixture of Gaussian model is a suitable method in the proposed method to
overcome the address problem for vehicle detection as an initial stage. The suggested technique has
been examined on the standard and self-generated datasets on the Vadodara-Mumbai expressway. The
implemented outcomes of the proposed method on the standard dataset compared to the outcomes of
the existing approach demonstrate that the suggested approach is robust enough to segregate the region
of shadow and foreground equally. A self-generated dataset of the Vadodara–Mumbai expressway was
used to evaluate the proposed method, and it was successful in detecting shadows in more than 80%
of cases. The existing chroma-based methods fail when vehicle chroma properties are similar to the
background, but in the proposed method, detection of shadow has not been obtained from the chroma
characteristic; hence, the proposed method achieved detection of shadow in the above case.

The ground truth frames are required to measure the performance parameters of own dataset
of the Vadodara Mumbai expressway. Hence, we have used Java-based ImageJ software to obtain the
ground truth frames. The author has achieved performance parameters from an algorithm comparison
of the ground truth and target frames.
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Many background models have been introduced for vehicle detection in the scene. A statistical
model (Mixture of Gaussian model) is the best for the scene, which contains a moving vehicle under
the dynamic background (movement of leaves, change in illuminations). This paper proposes the cast
shadow detection of moving vehicles for a vehicle counting system. The proposed method contains a
mixture of Gaussian model, negative transformation, Gamma decoding, and logical AND operation
with the proper threshold.

The article is ordered as follows. In Section 2, the related work of identifying projected moving
shadows from moving vehicles using several existing techniques has been covered. The proposed
methodology is fully described in Section 3. In Section 4, there is a thorough discussion of the findings
and a critique of the suggested strategy. Section 5 discusses the executive overview of the proposed
effort, its findings, and the potential for the following research project.

2 Literature Survey

Various methods have been introduced in the past decade for cast shadow detection. The existing
work has proposed shadow detection on static images or image sequences (video). The paper will
mainly review cast shadow detection of moving vehicles for the vehicle tracking system related to the
second case. Hence, the main objective is to find the moving shadow of moving vehicles. In related
work, it is found that the taxonomies are used to identify moving cast shadows detection. Hence, the
purpose of the moving cast shadow detection is divided into two categories (i) model-based and (ii)
properties-based. The shadow models were based on prior information of geometrical information
[6] of the dataset, object, and brightness. The properties-based moving shadow detection is based on
chromaticity, texture pattern, photometric physical, and brightness [1].

For the purpose of detecting moving cast shadows, many color models, including normalized
RGB, HSV, HSI, YCbCr, and C1C2C3, have been introduced. The chromaticity (measurement of
color) has been considered for moving shadow detection from all various color models. It fails when
an object’s color is the same as a shadow [2]. Wan et al. proposed a shadow removal method to remove
ghost artifacts in moving objects. The ghosting region was reformed to avoid eliminating the shadow
pixels of vehicles going throughout the scene. Hence, the recommended approach is not comparatively
used for surveillance and noisy environments [3].

Cucchiara et al. offered a method to distinguish moving cast shadow pixels using the hue,
saturation, and value (HSV) color system. In the brightness component, the shadow darkens the
background, while the hue and saturation components are altered [4,7]. Kim et al. showed the
advantages and disadvantages of the available learning and non-learning approaches for the detection
of moving cast shadows. Compared to the non-learning method, the learning method produces better
results [5]. The pros and cons of existing methods have been covered in Table 1.

Table 1: Current methods for detecting moving shadows: pros and cons

Category Approaches Benefit Drawbacks

HSV [1,4] It does not require previous
scene information.
The processing time is less.
It is simple to implement.

Noise has appeared
in the outcomes.
It fails when the
object’s color is the
same as the shadow.

RGB [2,8]
YUV [2,8]

Non-learning
methods

Normalized RGB [3,4,9,10]

(Continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Category Approaches Benefit Drawbacks

C1C2C3 [11]
YCbCr [12]
Color + gradient
information [13–15]

GMM
shadow model [16]

It is well in the dynamic
background.
Better results were
obtained compared to a
non-learning method.

Statistical
parameters are
needed to assume.
It can apply to a
particular
background scene.

HMM [17]
Neural-fuzzy
system [18]

Learning-based
method

SVM [19]

CNN [5,14,20–22] It gives better results in
various environments.
The best features are
automatically extracted.
No need to be extracted
manually.

Time-consuming
training.

Martel et al. developed an algorithm to model the non-uniform and dynamic intensity of moving
cast shadows and to build a statistical model for extracting moving cast shadow pixels using a learning
skill of a mixture of Gaussian model [19]. There are several approaches to detecting and classifying
vehicles available in the market. The current approaches for detecting vehicles rely on motion-based
characteristics, appearance-based features, and neural network-based techniques. The fundamental
techniques for motion-based features are optical flow, frame difference, and background subtraction.
The background subtraction is good for the static background, but it may fail when suddenly changing
in the background. The frame difference gives good results of vehicle detection in the dynamic
background, but the noise appears in the outcomes. The optical flow can provide a high accuracy
of 98.60% in vehicle detection at the speed of 0.212 cm/s of the vehicle but fails in front-view vehicle
detection [23].

Abbas et al. developed a comparative review of the existing vehicle detection method. The
Haar-like features, SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transformation), HOG (Histogram of Oriented
Gradients) features, and some basic features (i.e., color, size, shape, and so more) are the fragments of
the appearance features-based method. The basic features-based method gives good results in vehicle
detection, but it may fail with the changes in size, illumination, and many more. The SIFT-based
method offers an 87% vehicle detection rate but is computationally expensive and has a slow processing
speed. The HOG-based method gives 97% accuracy in vehicle detection but fails to recognize vehicles
in complex scenarios with several obstructed objects. The Haar-like feature-based method provides
80% accuracy in vehicle detection at a 120 false alarm rate but can only detect small vehicles. R-CNN
(Region-based Convolutional Neural Network) and Faster R-CNN are two established, well-known
techniques for detecting vehicles using neural networks. Compared to previous methods, R-CNN and
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Faster R-CNN are used to segment in natural frame sequences with complicated background motion
and variations in lighting, but the network cannot be retrained [24].

Zhang et al. developed a hue-saturation-value (HSV) based moving shadow removal method and
a fusion of multiple features. They found dark objects from the HSV shadow detection and false
detection could improve by texture features. The proposed method was implemented on some standard
datasets and obtained good results for the shadow and foreground regions [25,26].

The deep learning (DL) technique requires a significant amount of labelled data to be trained,
which takes a long time, before the model generated using the technique can be used in another
scenario. DL-based shadow removal is mostly concerned with removing shadows from a single image,
therefore more research is required.

The following research gap the author found after the rigorous literature review:

• In the evening, moving object shadow detection is possible.
• Since most researchers have only concentrated on the identification/extraction of either the

shadow region or the foreground region, a study on the classification of the shadow and
foreground of moving objects is still needed for both indoor and outdoor scenarios.

• On publicly accessible datasets, the performance of the current technique can be changed. Also,
performance can be evaluated on the Vadodara Mumbai highway which was generated by the
author.

• To eliminate the noise seen in the results of existing approaches, the proposed method may be
made robust and effective.

• Because foreground pixels are mistakenly identified as shadow pixels, current dynamic shadow
detection algorithms have a high discriminating rate but a low detection rate.

This research contributed recommended methods to overcome the existing research gaps, which
is discussed below:

• A unique approach for detecting moving shadows of automobiles in poor illumination has been
created using data from the Vadodara-Mumbai expressway. The method introduces the intensity
ratio of background and current frames in grayscale as a better shadow extraction method
than other previous methods for producing accurate results in cases where low illumination
problems exist in the dynamic backdrop. Furthermore, Gamma correction in conjunction with
morphological operation has been proposed as an additional shadow identification criterion to
improve detection results by thresholding. Along with a mixture of Gaussian model has been
used for vehicle detection. The proposed method’s acquired outcomes have evolved using self-
generated ground truth.

• The subsequent processes have been combined: Using MoG, pixel-by-pixel image division,
negative transformation, Gamma correction, and morphological operation, an efficient moving
shadow identification technique is developed using datasets created by the author and publically
available video sequences. Additionally, logical operation between the results of MoG and the
results of Gamma correction with morphological operation has been added as a way to improve
the rate at which shadows may be detected and distinguished.

• According to the results and performance analysis when compared to the results and perfor-
mance evaluation of the current approach, the proposed approach is easy to use and robust
against the accurate categorization of shadow and foreground of moving objects.

In this paper, a mixture of Gaussian model has been used for the moving vehicle detection in
the dynamic background because it handles the change of illumination and repetitive motion of the
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vehicles in the scene [27] and intensity ratios with negative transformation, Gamma correction is used
for detecting moving cast shadows. The shadow region is removed from the mixture of Gaussian model
output for exact vehicle tracking in the dynamic scene.

3 Proposed Method

The proposed method is categorized into four major tasks, i.e., Vehicle detection, Shadow
detection, Shadow removal, and Vehicle tracking, and several steps are used to accomplish our goal
in our proposed method. All key tasks are discussed below in the following section, shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: The proposed method’s detailed flow

The existing research work has been proposed on a dataset of moving vehicles during the daytime,
where the shadow strength of moving vehicles is very short. Hence, shadow detection is simple, but
it is challenging to identify strong shadows of moving vehicles in low light. In low-light period (after
5:00 pm), the dataset has been obtained by a Go-Pro camera device to achieve the moving shadow
detection challenge in heavy traffic on the Vadodara-Mumbai expressway. Table 2 is a list of the
technical specifications for the own made dataset. The collected video can be divided up into video
frames, which can then be processed to provide the desired output.
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Table 2: Technical specifications of the own made dataset

Frames V1 V2 V3

Space 7.61 MB 5.6 MB 2.4 MB
Resolution 640 × 352 640 × 352 640 × 352
Scene Exterior scene Exterior scene Exterior scene
Format mp4 mp4 mp4
Intensity region of shadow High High High
Foreground Vehicle Vehicle Vehicle
No. of frames/second 30 fps 30 fps 30 fps
Frames 521 318 120

3.1 Mixture of Gaussian Model

In the first section, the Gaussian [28] mixture is used to detect the vehicle in a change of
illumination and dynamic background. The kth Gaussian distribution has been considered for every
pixel as time t for vehicle detection. It can identify the pixels belonging to the vehicle or background.

The distribution of random variable x is described into various K mixtures of Gaussian, and the
sum of all distributions is the scene’s distribution. Eq. (1) represents the probability density function
of a mixture of the Gaussian of the scene (considered three only).

Pr (x) =
K∑

k=1

wk × η (x; μk, σk) (1)

where, wk = weight of kth Gaussian, ηk (x; μ, σ) = kth Gaussian distribution, μ = mean vector, σ =
standard deviation, σ2 = variance, K is the number of Gaussian models. Hence, the sum of the weight
of the K number of Gaussian is 1, represented in Eq. (2)

K∑
k=1

ωk = 1 (2)

There are three main steps of MoG model processing for the background model, which are
below. The first step is to assume that all pixels of the image are independent mutually, the intensity
distribution is in terms of a Gaussian mixture at time t in the second step, and in the third
step, the computational K-mean approximation has been considered as modeling. The weight and
mean of the Gaussian reference observation distribution have been considered 1. Another Gaussian
distribution is compared with the reference observation by given match parameters based on the
standard deviation represented by Eq. (3), which identifies the pixels belonging to the background.

Mk(xt) =
⎧⎨
⎩1 if

(xt − μt
k)

σk

≤ σ

0 Otherwise
(3)
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The Gaussian distribution parameters are updated if the kth Gaussian distribution is matched as
per the matched definition (mentioned in Eq. (3)) [29,30]; otherwise, the last distribution is changed
with a mean equivalent to the current value of xt, high variance σ , and weight as low value as per the
Eqs. (4)–(6).

wt
k = (1 − α) wt−1

k + α (4)

where α is the learning constant

μt
k = (1 − ρk) μt−1

k + ρkxt (5)

where ρ is the learning factor(
σ t

k

)2 = (1 − ρk)
(
σ t−1

k

)2 + ρk

(
xt − μt

k

)2
(6)

In the subtraction process, the descending order of the w/σ ratio is considered for identifying the
background distribution. The background that is most likely, with a high weight and low variance,
is placed at the top of this ranking. The background distributions are only allowed to use the first B
Gaussian distribution, which is given in Eq. (7). T is more than the specified threshold, Eq. (7) is used
to categorize the background and foreground pixels in the distribution.

B = argminb

(
b∑

i=1

wi > T

)
(7)

Fig. 2 represents the process of a MoG for the classification of a pixel belonging to the background
or not from the background model setup. Each pixel distribution of frames at time t is a mixture of
Gaussian model represented by Eq. (1). As per the mixture of Gaussian model flow, the background
model is formed with parameters, and then every pixel of current frames is compared to the
background model with matching criteria represented by Eq. (2). If a pixel matches Eq. (2), then
the Gaussian is said to be ‘matched’ then increase the weight, adjust the mean closer to initialize the
model and decrease the variance as per the Eqs. (4)–(6) else the Gaussian is unmatched then create
a new Gaussian. If all Gaussian mixtures for a pixel are unmatched, then the pixel belonging to the
foreground will find the probable Gaussian and replace the new one, which should have a high variance
and low weight. The mixture of Gaussian model is updated using the foreground model represented
by Fig. 3, in which every pixel is compared with the foreground model. If it is matched, then it seems to
be the foreground pixel, and if it is unmatched in that case the pixel is compared to as per the previous
flow of a mixture of Gaussian model represented by Fig. 2.

3.2 Shadow Detection

Shadow detection is accomplished through the use of the image division pixel-by-pixel, Gamma
correction, negative transformation, and the logical operation of Gamma correction output and MoG
output. For the extracting dark intensities (shadow intensities) region, the pixel-to-pixel division of the
reference frame has been taken, and the present frame is shown in Eq. (8).

Intensit ratio (x, y, t) = Background Frame(x, y, t)
Current Frame(x, y, t)

(8)

The result of the image division has a value of 1 for the background frame’s intensity and the
current frame’s intensity, with the remaining intensities being less than 1. As per the histogram of
image division output, the same intensities of background and current frames are nearest to 1, and
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the rest of the other intensities are less than 1, which shows the region of shadow, vehicle, and other
changes in the background are depicted in Fig. 4c.

Figure 2: Flow of mixture of Gaussian model using background model

Figure 3: Flow of mixture of Gaussian model for foreground model and background model

3.2.1 Negative Transformation

The background frame and current frame’s identical intensities, which have a value of 1 in the
result of image division, were shifted using the negative transformation. The negative transformation
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output is obtained by subtracting each frame pixel from the maximum intensity value. Eq. (9) defines
the negative transformation. The shadow intensities can be found from the proper thresholding
operation on the output of the negative transformation shown in Fig. 4d. However, the identical
brightness of the reference frame and present frame contain the vehicle (change in the background)
and its shadow information; hence, the Gamma correction image enhancement technique has been
used to extract the exact shadow intensities of the vehicle from similar intensities.

Negative (x, y, t) = max (Intensity ratio (x, y, t)) − Intensity ratio (x, y, t) (9)

Figure 4: Image division, negative transform, and Gamma correction output histogram: (a) back-
ground image’s histogram (b) current image’s histogram (c) proportionality of background and current
image’s histogram (d) negative transformation’s output histogram (e) Gamma correction histogram
from Gamma = 1.5 (f) Gamma correction histogram from Gamma = 2.0

3.2.2 Gamma Correction (Image Enhancement)

The Gamma correction controls the image’s overall luminance using Gamma-based non-linear
function. Each pixel has luminance representing the average of (Red, Green, and Blue) values in the
frame; As a result, the grayscale image is necessary before the Gamma correction. The grayscale image
is an average luminance calculated from Eq. (10) [31].

grayscale (x, y) = ((0.3 ∗ R) + (0.59 ∗ G) + (0.11 ∗ B)) (10)

The output is proportional to the input raised to the power of Gamma γ is shown Gamma
correction mathematically in Eq. (11) in which γ = 1 provides the ideal response of the image, but if γ

< 1 will give the brighter intensities to be darker and γ > 1 will give darker intensities to be brighter.
For extracting the shadow intensities, the Gamma correction has been used on the grayscale output of
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the negative transformation by γ > 1 (1.5, 2, 2.5, . . . ), the Gamma correction histogram output of γ

= 1.5 and γ = 2 has been selected to extract the shadow intensities which is shown in Figs. 4e and 4f.

gamma correction (x, y) = 255 ×
(

grayscale (x, y)

255

) 1
γ

(11)

Grayscale (x, y) is the converted grayscale output of the color negative transformation output
image for the computational complexity [32].

3.2.3 Thresholding and Logical Operation

The logical operation has been taken between the outputs of Gamma correction output and the
output of MoG for extracting the shadow region using the proper threshold followed by Eq. (12).

shadow (x, y) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1, if (Gamma correction (x, y)

< Threshold

∧
MoG output (x, y) > 0)

0, Otherwise

(12)

The thresholds have been selected based on the nearest dark intensities of the histogram of the
grayscale output of Gamma correction.

3.3 Shadow Removal

The output of the shadow region is subtracted from the output of MoG, as shown in Eq. (13),
which will remove the shadow, and the output is to be used for further application of computer vision
(vehicle tracking).

Shaodw removal (x, y) = MoG(x, y) − shadow (x, y) (13)

The region-filling morphological operation has been used on the output of shadow removal for
removing the noise.

3.4 Vehicle Tracking

The shadow removal output is in the binary image. All the 1 intensities of the output are
connected using neighborhood 8-connectivity and assigned the labels to them, which are represented
by rectangular for vehicle tracking over time. The following steps have been performed in the proposed
method for vehicle tracking:

Steps:

1) From the upper left corner to the bottom right corner of the binary detection output, every
pixel p is tested, progressing linearly and looking for foreground pixels whose intensity is 1.

2) To identify the related components in an image, give each one a distinct label.
3) Measure a set of labeled connecting objects for each connected component in the binary image.
4) Draw the rectangle using the region props command for vehicle tracking.
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4 Results and Discussion

Results are obtained from applying the suggested technique in MATLAB on an Intel Core TM i3
CPU 2.4 GHz, RAM of 4 GB, and 64-bit operating system (Windows 8.1) for detecting and eradicating
moving shadows of vehicles using a combination of Gaussian along with image division, negative
transformation, Gamma correction, and logical operation. The proposed method has tested all frames
of datasets, but Figs. 3 and 4 depict the results of the recommended procedure on the 30th frame of
self-acquired datasets and the 45th frame of standard datasets. The vehicle detection output of both
datasets is obtained from the mixture of the Gaussian model as shown in Figs. 5b and 5c. Fig. 5 shows
the output of the shadow detection, which is obtained from various steps of the proposed method, such
as image ratio, negative transformation, Gamma correction, and thresholding operation. The shadow
removal is found from the subtraction of the output of the mixture of Gaussian model and shadow
detection for further application of ITS, shown in Fig. 5d. In the proposed system, vehicle tracking is
achieved from the label of the connecting component and drawing a bounding box around the vehicle
region only. Vehicle tracking results are shown in Fig. 5f. Fig. 6 displays the same outcomes from frame
45 of the reference dataset. Fig. 7 displays the outcomes of shadow identification and vehicle tracking
for various frames using the suggested technique for a self-prepared dataset.

Figure 5: Proposed method results on a standard dataset: (a) 30th frame of the self-prepared dataset (b)
vehicle detection output of frame 30th of the self-prepared dataset using the mixture of Gaussian model
(c) shadow detection output in binary nature (d) shadow removal output of 30th frame (e) shadow
detection presents in the red color of 30th frame (f) vehicle tracking of 30th frame

Figure 6: (Continued)
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Figure 6: Proposed method results in a standard dataset: (a) 45th frame of the standard dataset (b)
vehicle detection output of frame 45th of the standard dataset using the mixture of Gaussian model
(c) shadow detection output in binary nature (d) shadow removal output of 45th frame (e) shadow
detection presents in the red color of 45th frame (f) vehicle tracking of 45th frame

Figure 7: Shadow detection and vehicle tracking outcomes of the proposed method on various frames
of self-prepared dataset: (a) Shadow detection outcomes of 85th frame (b) vehicle tracking outcomes of
85th frame (c) shadow detection outcomes of 242nd frame (d) vehicle tracking outcomes of 242nd frame
(e) shadow detection outcomes of 27th frame (f) vehicle tracking outcomes of 27th frame

With the help of the algorithm below, depicted in Fig. 8, the shadow performance analysis of
the suggested technique has been obtained. The required ground truth images have been obtained
from the ImageJ software for the performance analysis. The binary outcomes of shadow detection are
added and subtracted from the binary self-generated ground truth images for the performance analysis
matrices. The total number of obtained 0 and 1 intensities of the arithmetic operation output are the
same as the intensities of ground truth image (can 0 and 1) can be considered as true positive and true
negative. The total number of obtained 0 and 1 intensities of the output of arithmetic operation are
not matched with the intensities of ground truth image (can 0 and 1) and can be considered as a false
positive and false negative. The assessment of results has been obtained from shadow detection analysis
parameters, i.e., the shadow detection rate and shadow discrimination rate. The shadow detection
rate, shadow discrimination rate, and specificity (true negative rate) are mathematically defined in
Eqs. (14)–(16).

Shadow detection rate (η) = TPs
TPs + FNs

(14)
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Shadow discrimination rate (ξ) = TPf
TPf + FNf

(15)

Specificity (True Negative Rate) = TNs/f

TNs/f + FPs/f

(16)

where “s” stands for “shadow” and “f ” stands for “foreground”.

Figure 8: Performance evaluation of the suggested approach: TP, TN, FP, and FN

True Positive is the acronym for the TP, which means correctly detected pixels of shadow/fore-
ground region from the total number of pixels of shadow/foreground about ground truth, whereas
TN is true negative which says that correctly detected pixels of non-shadow/non-foreground region.
False Positive FP means wrongly detected shadow and foreground pixels of the shadow/foreground
region. False Negative, or FN, refers to pixels about the ground truth that were inadvertently identified
as non-shadow or non-foreground.

The suggested method was tested on a standard dataset to compare the results of the proposed
method to the results of existing techniques using the shadow detection rate, shadow discrimination
rate, and true negative rate (specificity). The proposed method outcomes of frames (45, 65, 85,125,
and 165) have been analyzed using shadow detection and discrimination rates with specificity, those
of which are given in Tables 3 and 4. According to Tables 3 and 4, the suggested method has a high
level of specificity (over 90%) for detecting the shadow and foreground regions.

The graphical representation of the above results is shown in Fig. 9, which shows that the shadow
detection rate and shadow discrimination rate of all frames are above 70%. This shows that both the
foreground and background regions of the suggested method are stable. As per Table 3, the 80.63%
shadow detection rate and the corresponding 96.61% specificity of frame 45 shows that 80.63% shadow
region detected and 96.61% pixels are not detected, which is not required. As per Table 4, the 66.77%
shadow discrimination rate and corresponding 93.77% specificity mean 66.77% pixels are properly
detected in the vehicle, and 93.77% are not detected, which is not required. The same results of other
frames show that the proposed method properly classifies the vehicle and its cast shadow with more
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than a 90% true negative rate. Fig. 9 depicts a graphical representation of the suggested method’s
performance analysis of outcomes. Fig. 9’s graphical performance demonstrates that the proposed
solution is not limited to the shadow region. However, focusing on the vehicle region implies that the
suggested technique can separate the vehicle region and its shadow region; thus, the outcomes of the
proposed approach for vehicle tracking give the right vehicle region.

Table 3: The specificity of MoG-based implantation and the rate of shadow detection on the highway-I
dataset

Frames highway-I TNs TPs FNs FPs SDR (η%) Specificity (%)

45 59906 2843 683 2104 80.63 96.61
65 63669 689 330 848 67.62 98.69
85 57950 3777 633 3176 85.65 94.80
125 61320 1532 493 2191 75.65 96.55
165 61789 1419 505 1823 73.75 97.13
Note: SDR (η%) = Shadow detection rate.

Table 4: The specificity of MoG-based implantation and the rate of shadow discrimination on the
highway-I dataset

Frames highway-I FPf FNf TPf TNf Specificity(%) SDR(ξ%)

45 3639 2357 4735 54805 93.77 66.77
65 2490 277 2080 60689 96.06 88.25
85 3986 2423 5403 53724 93.09 69.04
125 2819 1838 3972 56907 95.28 68.36
165 3543 1269 3864 56860 94.13 75.28
Note: SDR (ξ%) = Shadow discrimination rate.

(a) (b)

Figure 9: Shadow/foreground analysis in graphics: (a) shadow detection efficiency with specificity (b)
shadow discrimination efficiency with specificity
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The performance of the suggested method’s moving shadow region has been studied, and the
obtained shadow detection rate is more than 70% with more than 90% specificity, other associated
characteristics, such as precision, F-measure, and others, are provided in Table 5. Eqs. (17) and
(18) define precision and F-measurement quantitatively [26,33,34]. According to the results of the
suggested approach’s performance analysis on the self-generated dataset, the proposed method can
detect shadow regions correctly with correct not detection of wrong pixels.

Precision = TPs

TPs + FPs

(17)

F − measure = 2 × TPs

2 × (TPs + FPs + FNs)
(18)

Table 5: Shadow detection rate along with the specificity of MoG-based implantation on the self-
prepared dataset

Self-prepared dataset SDR (η%) True negative rate (%) Precision (%) F-measure (%)

35 89.69 96.07 79.06 83.83
75 74.98 93.97 24.07 35.53
125 81.02 92.88 56.97 66.94
185 79.87 91.83 50.06 62.06
215 81.91 90.17 40.09 52.91
Note: SDR (η%) = Shadow detection rate.

In Table 6 of shadow detection in a real scene, the average shadow detection rate is around 80%,
with above than the average true negative rate 92.96%, meaning the proposed method can detect
shadow up to 80%, but it is capable of not detecting wrong information up to 92.96%. The graphical
demonstration of Table 7 is shown in Fig. 10, which shows that existing methods are detected well in
either the shadow region or foreground region, but the proposed method can extract the shadow and
foreground region.

Table 6: Shadow discrimination rate along with the true negative rate of MoG-based implantation on
the self-prepared dataset

Self-prepared dataset SDR (ξ%) True negative rate (%) Precision (%) F-measure (%)

35 89.72 89.50 52.94 67.12
75 74.12 93.86 25.22 37.36
125 73.84 95.24 61.16 67.12
185 80.49 92.93 52.18 60.08
215 84.50 92.06 41.07 53.10
Note: SDR (ξ%) = Shadow discrimination rate.
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Table 7: Comparisons of results between proposed methods with existing methods

Methods SDR (η%) SDR (ξ%) Average

Chr Mask [25] 77.65 68.38 73.01
Geo Mask [25] 65.34 74.15 69.74
lrTex Mask [25] 60.21 93.94 77.07
Phy Mask [25] 48.15 79.47 63.81
srTex Mask [25] 14.79 94.87 54.82
Spatial-temporal [35] 80.00 61.00 70.05
SAKBOT [36] 73.65 75.41 74.53
RSAM [37] 88.00 32.00 60.00
LIRM [38] 74.6 66.8 70.7
Chromacity [36] 76.01 65.49 70.75
LR Textures [39] 60.46 95.48 77.97
Physical [40] 42.47 85.69 64.08
Geometry [41] 66.17 75.56 70.87
SR Textures [42] 16.93 94.00 55.47
Proposed 81.89 80.53 81.21
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Figure 10: Comparison in graphic form of the proposed methods and the current method

The MoG-based method results have been compared with the results of an existing method
in terms of shadow detection and discrimination rates, as listed in Table 8. The comparison of the
statistical nonparametric (SNP), statistical parametric (SP), deterministic non-model-based (DNM1),
and deterministic non-model-based (DNM2) approaches on the standard dataset has been obtained
in the form of shadow detection rate and shadow discrimination rate, as shown in Table 8. Fig. 11
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depicts a graphical depiction of the proposed method’s and other existing approaches’ output on a
standard dataset.

Table 8: Comparisons of results between proposed methods with existing methods [36]

Methods ATON dataset of highway I

SDR (η%) SDR (ξ%)

SNP 81.59 63.76
SP 59.59 84.70
DNM1 69.72 76.93
DNM2 75.49 62.38
Proposed 76.66% (Avg) 73.54% (Avg)
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Figure 11: Results on a common dataset from a graphical comparison of the suggested method with
other methods already in use

As a result of statistical parameters, statistical nonparametric, DNM1, and DNM2 are not capable
of detecting shadow detection properly because they detected some regions of the vehicle; hence, the
SDR (η%) is adequate, however, the SDR (ξ%) is inadequate. As per the SDR (η%) and SDR (ξ%) from
Table 7, the statistical nonparametric approach obtained an SDR (η%) of up to 81.59% but parallel.
The SDR (ξ%) is up to 63.76% which means the statistical nonparametric approach is suitable for
shadow detection but not an exact classification of shadow region and vehicle region.

From Table 7, the Statistical Parametric approach has obtained an 84.70% SDR (ξ%), but the
SDR (η%) is only 59.59%; hence when the vehicle and its cast shadow are traveling together, it works
well for the vehicle detection but not for shadow detection. DNM1 has an SDR (η%) of 69.72%
and an SDR (ξ%) of 76.93%, indicating that the DNM1 approach is focused on both the shadow
and the vehicle, although the assessment of DNM1 is less than 80%. DNM2 shadow detection and
discrimination rates were 75.49% and 62.38%, respectively, implying shadow detection exclusively.
When the proposed method’s results were compared to the results of all four methods in terms of
SDR (η%) and SDR (ξ%), the proposed method obtained up to 76.66% shadow detection rate and
73.54% shadow discrimination rate; thus, the proposed approach is suitable for the shadow region and
vehicle region.
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5 Contribution

Most research has focused on the pixels of vehicles or the pixels of shadow. The majority of
studies have only found either vehicle regions or shadow regions. The past research cannot detect
vehicle and shadow regions simultaneously; thus, it is necessary to correctly separate the shadow
region and foreground for various applications, including classification, counting, and tracking.
Under low illumination and against a dynamic background, it is extremely difficult to detect moving
vehicle shadows. For vehicle tracking in low-light conditions with a dynamic background, the authors
developed a technique based on a mixture of Gaussian model for vehicle detection and the image
pixel-by-pixel division, negative transformation, Gamma correction, and morphological operation
for shadow detection. The low illumination and dynamic background dataset and the required vehicle
ground truth images were obtained on the Vadodara-Mumbai highway using a high-resolution camera
and ImageJ software. The suggested approach was evaluated on a standard dataset to compare the
results of the new method to the results of an existing method utilizing standard shadow detection
performance parameters. Under low illumination and with a dynamic background, the proposed
method achieved more than 70% shadow detection rate and 90% specificity (true negative rate) on
a self-prepared dataset. Based on performance analysis the suggested technique is easy and simple
for detecting moving shadows on the self-prepared video frames and steady for vehicle and shadow
classification on the standard dataset.

The suggested work is distinctive in the following ways: The intensity of the car will be on the
brighter side of the intensity region when we examine the intensity histograms of the foreground and
background objects, whereas the intensity of the shadow will be on the darker side. The histogram
does not fall on either the brighter or darker side when we examine an object with a vehicle region and
a shadow. As a result, the foreground and shadow strengths must be separated.

To do this, the suggested solution uses a Gamma correction technique in conjunction with an
intensity ratio and negative transformation. The current frame’s to the following frame’s pixel-by-
pixel intensity ratio is collected, and the resulting image’s histogram displays an intensity distribution
on the brighter side, suggesting the presence of information about the vehicle region. Nevertheless,
it combines foreground and shadow data. The resultant output of the image created after the image
ratio and negative transformation includes a shadow intensity, and its intensity is determined by the
Gamma correction procedure. When the Gamma value is 2.5, the intensity value is close to the dark
intensity, and the histogram is in the darker intensity zone when the Gamma value is 2.0. Thus, we
may compute shadow intensity by combining the picture intensity ratio, negative transformation, and
the Gamma correction technique. The output image formed from a combination of Gaussian output
was then subjected to the AND logical operation after Gamma correction. Then, morphological
techniques are used to highlight the region of the shadow intensity. The output is then subtracted
from the mixture of Gaussian model output, which now just contains details on the vehicle. Thereafter
by applying a connecting labeling algorithm only vehicles are tracked by rectangle continue over a
time. The vehicle re-identification computer vision application can be implemented using the existing
method deep feature-based approaches and feature-based methods that are handcrafted [43] as other
computer vision applications. In future work, the tracking can be improved using the Kalman filter
tracking method in place of the labeled connected component method in the proposed method and
estimation of the speed of the vehicle required to analyze the proposed method with existing speed
estimation of vehicle methods [44].
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6 Conclusion

For the vehicle tracking system, the following methods are suggested: MoG-based vehicle
detection; image pixel-by-pixel division; negative transformation; and Gamma correction shadow
detection. Compared to previous methods, MoG-based vehicle detection may be able to find vehicles
in settings with larger variance. The image division with innovative image processing steps included
negative transformation, Gamma correction, logical operations, and thresholding processes improved
shadow identification on datasets that were created independently and on datasets that were provided
by the industry. Utilizing ImageJ software, the performance analysis’s reference images are gathered.
Results from the suggested method are compared to those from other methods, proving that it is a
reliable way for locating and eradicating the shadow zone that is also straightforward to use. Both the
shadow region and the foreground can benefit from the suggested strategy.
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